
Middle and High School Art /Fall 2019 

We will create and the following projects and touch upon some of the specific standards in 

art, but we will not be limited by a list.  Some lessons take 2 class periods or more.  We, 

always, have fantastic discussions about artists and or media in our lessons.  We, always, use 

correct vocabulary for art.  We try to achieve quality work over quantities of work.  

Sometimes, our list of projects is over planned, or we might change it a bit due to interest of 

the students, abilities, or time constraints.  This is because of our focus on quality over 

quantity, however, we always, get a great body of work finished together!  Homeschooling is 

fantastic like that! 

1. We will create VALUE!  We will create a value scale using pencil. 

2. Using only pencil, we will create a drawing which will show at least 5 levels of value in a 

drawing. 

3. We will create in tempera, a painting which only uses white and black paint.   

4. We will learn about watercolor.  Different techniques will be demonstrated to students 

and created by the students.  We will, also, view and discuss watercolor artists.  

Winslow Homer will be our focus artist for art history.   

5. After viewing a variety of artists, techniques and experimenting with the media, we 

will create our own quality watercolor!  

6. We will cover the color wheel and some color theory!  We will learn about the way we 

see color.  We will create a small acrylic painting which will be an experiment in value 

and mixing color using acrylics! 

7. We will create an acrylic painting of our own choosing. 

8. POTTERY – we will create ceramic leaves!  We will use leaves we gather to press into 

clay and make clay prints.  The leaves will be fired in a kiln at a low heat of 1,700.  We 

will paint the leaves and assemble them!  We may include another clay project if time 

allows. 

9. We will cover the Elements of art: form, shape, line, color, value, space, and texture.  

Why are these important to art?  Why is repetition important to art? 

10. We will explore some of the art history of The Cathedral of Notre Dame and we will 

create a fabulous art project that relates to this treasure.  Can we cover all of Notre 

Dame in a couple of classes? NO.  Can we cover some of its fabulous features and art?  

YES! Our project will be a to create our own radial design after looking at the famed 

rose windows! 

11. If we have any more time, we will fill it! 

12. All lessons are open-ended, meaning that we start with an art concept or art history 

and are learning those, but we finish as individuals!  We are all so different, and so it 

reflects in our art expressions.   

 


